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From The Chair

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

O

nce again a superb SoC summer
school took place at the Park Inn in
York, organised jointly with the BCS.
Reports from the event are included in this
newsletter. Plans are already well advanced
for next year’s SoC conference, and I really
hope that members will attend, contribute and
share their experiences when the details are
announced.
The memorial book highlighting some of the
best articles from the SoC Bulletin from the
past 50 years was launched at the previous
summer school in Glasgow. Alex Kent and I
were joint editors, and we selected the papers
to be included, and worked together on the
production. I would like to acknowledge here
the superb work of Martin Lubikowski in
doing the layout, and of Alan Cuell (MC Print
Services) in bringing this product together on
such a tight deadline.
The book has some fascinating insights into
how cartography has changed and developed,
including contributions from such luminaries
as Alan Hodgkiss, Alan Collinson and Michael
Wood, and an early paper from current
President Danny Dorling.
It is available to purchase from Waterstones
and from Amazon, and directly from the
SoC website. We sold a good few copies at the
summer school after the launch, and received
some very good feedback. It really is a ‘must
buy’ as it superbly illustrates the influence
and topicality of the SoC and its publication.
I do hope all SoC members will be purchasing
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their own copy from soc.org.uk/cartographya-reader
In parallel with the book work, the Society has
been working on a project to make available
all the articles from early Bulletins – as PDF
files via the website. Graham Allsopp has been
ploughing through the massive scanning task,
and the files are to be uploaded to the web
shortly.
I worked with two SoC members (Miles Irving
and Nick Mann) to ‘man’ an SoC stand at the
2015 GEOdata Mapping Showcase at the Ilec
Centre on 3rd December. It is always a good
networking opportunity and a chance to
recruit new members from the wide range of
map-related visitors to the show. Copies of the
SoC book were also on sale there.
Email: chair@soc.org.uk

Newsletter
Contributions
Welcome to the November issue of the SoC
Newsletter.
The Newsletter is published twice a year and
designed for digital distribution via the Society’s
website. Hard copy versions of the Newsletter
are available on request.
Contributions to the newsletter are welcomed
from all our readers. Please email all copy and
photographs to:
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Newsletter@soc.org.uk

SoC - BCS Conference
2015 Reports

T

Mapathon

he Mapathon was a great chance to run
a query on some data and make a map,
with a really tight time constraint. It
was amazing what we could get done using a
variety of tools, platforms, and data. It helped
that our team worked well together.

York

Talks Session 1:
Mapping Yorkshire
The British Historic
Towns Atlas of York
Both teams working hard to a tight deadline
We only had two teams competing this time,
but it was interesting how much they diverged
in their approach to the problem. One team
focused right in on the local area, doing a
comprehensive review of animal species. The
other team (ours) looked at one species across
the whole of the UK, using QGIS, ArcGIS,
Google Earth and Adobe Illustrator to make
our final map.
By Gwilym Eades
Royal Holloway

Giles Darkes

T

he first speaker was Giles Darkes, well
known to many, now a cartographic
consultant. Giles was formally a senior
lecturer in cartography at Oxford Brookes
University. He also happens to be my next
door neighbour in Oxford but I remain
impartial! Among numerous other roles
Giles is the cartographic editor of the British
Historic Towns Atlas on has been working on
the volumes on Winchester and Windsor, as
well as York. He has overseen the production
of the series of historical maps which have
resulted from these atlases as well as working
on the historical atlas of Oxfordshire and
on the second edition of Rutledge’s atlas of
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the World’s languages. Giles described the
meticulous preparation required to produce the
historic map of York which is to be published
within a few months of this conference being

Giles showing an example map
held. He gave examples of the problems that
had to be overcome and the decisions made to
create what is, in effect, a work of art but also
accuracy. He was, of course, exactly on time!

William Smith in
Yorkshire
John Henry

N

ext up was John Henry of the History
of Geology Group of the Geological
Society. John described the life and
works of William Smith, the most famous
geologist of Britain, if not the world. Showing
extracts from a wealth of some of the very
earliest geological maps John also explained
how William came to create his most famous
map, and how he held a 3D view of the geology
of the UK in his head, a view that had to exist
before he imagined it and which turned out
to be so true. Of course he only imagined it
through obsessive observation of rock strata
and fossils. William ended up bankrupt, but
was eventually awarded a royal pension worth
a small fortunate today (£100 a year then).
There is hope for us all.
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Where maps get used is
immaterial
David Overton

F

inally we had David Overton of
Splashmaps. David talked on ‘Where
maps get used is immaterial’ and
especially on the Tour de Yorkshire, fell
running and the wide variety of fabrics maps
can now be printed on. He had previously
worked in innovation for Ordnance Survey,
and at Eurographics and was last year’s winner
of the Wallis award for the Tour de France maps
for the Yorkshire stages in 2014. I expect that
by this time next year we’ll see him printing
maps on even more supposedly unfeasible
items of clothing. Ken Field expressed interest
in whether bespoke cartographic underwear
could be ordered (ok, I made that bit up), but
it was fascinating to see just what was possible.
David refused to give out the trade secret inks
that mean his maps never fade…”
By Danny Dorling
University of Oxford

Workshop Session 1
Every Map Tells a Story
Led by ESRI UK

T

he workshop introduced people to
Story Maps, a way of creating static
or interactive maps through ArcGIS
online. The system is a form of smart mapping
designed for people with no knowledge of
coding or server technology, and let them
create a map or set of maps with multimedia
elements such as images, video and sound for
the web. It is a very quick way to preview data
in different ways with scale aware symbols and
auto changing of symbols based on the style
of the basemap. To help the novice there are
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templates available, which can be customised
by adding code on top too. ArcGIS online is
the default repository, although maps can be
placed on any website. This can be a useful
way of getting people engaged with maps and
creating some interesting output. The danger
is things can end up being too similar and lack
variety in the hands of a novice.

An image from Journey into Danakil
An example of a Story Map can be seen in
the Cartographic Ramblings section of the
newsletter. In addition, during the workshop a
suggested Story Map example to look at, called
Journey into Danakil: Hottest Place on Earth,
can be found at: arcg.is/1MVKZHA
By Stuart Gill
Coventry University

Maps, Apps and Smart
M.Apps – the changing
face of map updating
Led by Sterling Geo

P

hil Cooper, from Sterling Geo hosted
an interactive workshop to promote
the concept of fast, portable, dynamic
mapping and data analytics. The emphasis was
on the creation of workflows that utilise the

increasing amount of freely available spatial
data. Participants were encouraged to consider
workflows and their data requirements, based
on their own work experience.
Using the Hexagon Smart M.App portfolio it
is possible to create workflows that draw data
from openly accessible sources, as required,
ensuring that information output can be
dynamically updated through the monitoring
of change to the data source. The product
portfolio also contains a user community
workflow algorithm exchange. Requirements
for data storage and management are reduced
while access to a wealth of data enables the
provision of instant information and shared
knowledge development.
By Emily Altham
West Dorset District Council

Talks Session 2:
Function & Form
Toronto 360° Wayfinding
Juan Rioseco & Clare Seldon

M

any of us are familiar with the
Wayfinding guidance points
available in our cities. I have
certainly used them in Glasgow and London
and they have the great advantage of giving
the visitor confidence to stride out on foot
rather that slavishly follow the Underground.
SDG were given the task of providing a system
for Toronto and their talk was an interesting
insight into all the pre-planning that is
required to tailor the system to a Canadian city.
Although Toronto is approximately half the
size of London getting to know a city from the
inside is very important to give the Wayfinding
system real purpose. They researched the
downtown area getting a feel for the scale
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of the city, looking at the landmarks and
important locations, but also the culture and
sense of place with regards to municipalities,
wards and neighbourhoods. Also business
improvement areas and distinctive “people’s”
neighbourhoods and those of ethnic minorities
thereby getting a feel for the soft boundaries
that exist in the minds of the local inhabitants.
Other stakeholders were consulted and user
categories considered.

Clare and the suburbs of Toronto
North Americans are more likely to take a cab
or drive than walk so the Wayfinding system
has the ability to encourage and enhance the
experience of walking and build confidence
to walk, besides giving a sense of community,
feeling of safety and there are advantages to
health and appreciation of the environment.
Greater footfall also means retailers benefit.
Another aspect to be considered was the actual
design that is adapted to suit the particular city.
The North Americans generally use compass
points in directions so a North arrow was very
important and favour a more colourful style.
They preferred as much detail as possible and
the five minute walk circle was an important
attribute. The gridded streets are generally of
uniform width with no distinctive hierarchy
although it was pointed out that Toronto has
the longest city street - Young Street! The
system has been installed in one area of the
city and also at airport and transport hubs.
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Evaluation of map
illiterate individuals
Erin Koletsis

E

rin is studying for her PhD looking
at ways to test people who consider
themselves map illiterate. When it
comes to reading maps they struggle or
are unable to follow a route and get easily
disorientated. Many people struggle to read
a map and her research is in the early stages.
She is hoping that with all the new technologies
available a way could be found to provide a
‘new geography’ and design maps to provide
a solution to the challenges, which will enable
those who consider themselves map illiterate to
feel confident and have a satisfying experience.
Erin hopes to begin by analysing whether the
difficulty is more perceived than real and try to
discover what the actual problems are e.g. lack
of spatial thinking or no sense of direction.
Erin intends to test against a control group to
make the testing more robust.

Challenging Cartography
in ArcGIS with the CartoTools
Mark Wigley

G

IS has come a long way on the route to
enabling a fully pleasing aesthetic map
system and as my knowledge of using
GIS can be printed on a postage stamp I was
soon completely lost, but ESRI’s collaboration
with Swisstopo has led to the development of
improved cartographic tools in relation to line
and point data, orientation and alignment of
particular features and annotation.
By Rosie Duncan
Staffordshire University
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Workshop Session 2
Using MaPublisher in
production at Ordnance
Survey
Led by Ordnance Survey

T

he session covered the use of
MaPublisher within the workflow of
the Ordnance Survey, specifically in
the creation of the individual printed map
covers. As MaPublisher is a plugin for Adobe
Illustrator, we could see how it was being used
by a major mapping company. We also got to
see a few custom created Illustrator scripts to
speed up repetitive tasks.
By Stuart Gill
Coventry University

The programme began in 2014, with the launch
of Sentinel 1a, as further satellites are launched
the precision of the data will increase as will
the scope of the monitoring.
Sentinel 1 is a platform for a radar array
focussing on marine monitoring and sea ice
distribution. Its highest possible resolution will
be 5m with a 6 day repeat cycle (once Sentinel
1b is launched in 2016). Currently its repeat
cycle is 12 days for the highest resolution data.
Broader swathes have a lower repeat time. In
addition to marine monitoring, Sentinel 1 has
been used for flood monitoring in Myanmar
and analysis of the South Napa earthquake
of 2014.

The Sentinel Satellite
Series
Led by Sterling Geo

T

he European Commission is making
remote sensing data collected by its
Sentinel satellites available free of
charge from its portal address - sentinel.esa.
int/web/sentinel/home.
These satellites are part of a research
programme called Copernicus that has the
intention of helping decision makers be better
informed about environmental change.
In total the Copernicus programme will make
use of 6 types of satellite (Sentinels 1 - 6) each
with a sensor array that has been designed to
meet a specific monitoring need. Once the
monitoring programme is fully under way,
each Sentinel class will have 2 satellites (named
a and b) using the same orbital path, but with
180 degrees of separation between them.

The Sentinel family
Sentinel 2 is a 13 band multispectral array
focussed on terrestrial data in the visible,
near IR and short wave infrared parts of
the spectrum. Sentinel 2a was launched in
June 2015, its companion (2b) will launch in
2016. When the satellite constellation is fully
operational its maximum resolution will be
10 metres and its repeat cycle will be 5 days.
Currently its repeat cycle is 10 days.
The workshop finished with an examination
of Sentinel data for Milan and a discussion of
what uses this data could be put to.
By Shaun Lewin
Plymouth University
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National Railway Museum

museum, some of the train enthusiasts among
the group were very excited about the prospect
of this. The Museum offers hours of fun, but
the main attraction is the Mallard, a steam
locomotive that achieved the fastest ever steam
engine speed of 126mph in 1938 and is still
unbeaten today.

T

he Trip to the National Rail Museum
in York was a real treat, we were given
access to some of the museums prized
maps and guides. The Museum Map Curator
Tim Procter proved to be a very knowledgeable
and helpful curator. The most exciting part was
the fact that we were allowed and encouraged
to touch, pick up and feel the exhibited maps,
which as many of you will appreciate is
something that rarely happens. Of particular
interest was the George Bradshaw Pocket
Handbook of Timetables, which was a very
rare and tactile piece made famous recently
by Michael Portillo and his train journeys,
using Bradshaw’s books as a guide. Another
interesting map was the James Drake map
of the Grand Junction Railway, connecting
Manchester to London via Birmingham,
beautifully illustrated with drawing of trains.

The Mallard
The group clubbed together and we made a
sizeable donation to the museum charity for
which they were especially grateful.
By Miles Irving
University College London

Talks Session 3:
New Cartography
Evesham Mapped
Richard Phillips

Ian takes a closer look at the Drake map
After the viewing the Map Collection, we were
all allowed to explore the remainder of the
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A

n interesting talk given by one of
OSMs ‘people on the ground’. One
of the mass of volunteers giving their
time and energy to fill gaps, or map in more
detail existing OSM coverage. Evesham was
the gap in question in this case and I for
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one was surprised at the level of detail and
local knowledge which goes into the process.
In particular the use and inclusion of local
knowledge and understanding of local place
names etc is what makes OSM so powerful.
Of course this use of local knowledge also
brings its problems. If you map a local High
Street detailing types of individual shop
uses for example then as we all know this
can change very quickly so rendering the
information out of date very quickly. The use
of additional layers of data were also explained
and gave an indication of the added value of
additional metadata which OSM can and
does hold. Additional information from:
evesham-mapped.org.uk

Neocartography, (new)
aesthetics
Steve Chilton, & Alex Kent

S

teve and Alex gave an entertaining
double-act of a presentation recently
given in Rio asking the question:
Is there a new cartographic aesthetic?
The need and desire to challenge the norm
was the challenge thrown out. The idea that
all cartography is neo to an extent as it is a
constantly changing and adapting field. Harry
Beck and Alfred Wainwright for example
were the neocartographers of their day. All
cartography can be described as neo if it pushes
the bounds of what is considered as ‘normal’
for its day. Technology and the ability to do
things not possible with large data sets and
manipulation of data enables the cartographers
of today to push those boundaries. Also the
use of mass crowd sourced data techniques
also allows for new ways of working for today’s
neocartographer. Exclusivity to inclusivity;
Obscurity to openness; Final to adaptable,
are the key points to consider. Additional
information from: steve8@mdx.ac.uk

Mapping the UK
election(s) of 2015 - what
was done and did it work?
Danny Dorling

D

anny explored the way in which
popular media makes use of ‘new
maps’ in the broadcasting of election
results and in the run-up and post analysis to
election day. He described some of the ways in
which the BBC in particular are making use
of all kinds of new mapping techniques in an
attempt to engage the public in the process.
Danny’s particular favourite, the Cartogram
is especially getting plenty of airing come
election time. Danny presented an interesting
series of cartograms showing how and why the
2015 election was won, by whom and what the
result means

OpenStreetMap and
humanitarian mapping
Harry Wood

I

n an addition to the published programme
Harry Wood gave a presentation of how
he and others make use of OSM data
and volunteer editors to make makes from
a humanitarian perspective. The Haiti
earthquake of 2010 kick-started the use of OSM
data specifically for humanitarian purposes.
Port au Prince was well mapped within 48
hours of the quake and the resulting map data
made available and used by search and rescue
teams and the like enabling web mash-ups and
stand alone maps of the area.
OSM have noticed a trend in a surge of mapping
activity which follows major international
disasters. Existing editors are quicker to
respond to disaster emergencies and therefore
the need is to encourage more trained editors
in order to respond more quickly in future.
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One particular project outlined here was the
Missing Maps Project, involved in mapping
at-risk populations, a project backed by major
aid agencies. Additional information from:
tasks.hotosm.org
By Drew Ellis
UK Hydrographic Office

Workshop Session 3
The easy way from data to
cartographic products
Led by 1Spatial

N

icolas Degnauld and Paul Duré
presented an informative workshop
on their 1Generalise and 1Publish
products, part of the 1Spatial Management
Suite. 1Generalise includes a flowline designer,
classification and profile editors, with its
strength in allowing you to build your own
subflows and to look back at all steps in the
generalise process.

1Publish in action
1Publish is purpose built for cartographic
publishers. Two areas that stood out were the
multiple screens on one document allowing
speedy layout checks, and the automation of,
well, everything. A new version of 1Publish is
due for release at the end of November.
By Kylie Wilson
Positive Image Innovation

Using Adobe Illustrator
Led by Stuart Gill

A

group of about a dozen attended this
workshop. The first topic concerned
the Creative Cloud version of
Illustrator available by monthly subscription
rather than outright purchase of the software.
One useful point made was the potential
pitfall that the new software will remove
older versions on your computer unless you
tick a box to ensure the old versions remain.
Advantages of the cloud include a ‘market’
where shared brushes, patterns and images
are available, and a ‘community’ section where
work may be shared online. It claims to be ten
times faster than CS6. Creative Cloud Sync
allows you to sync settings between desktop,
web and mobile devices which could be handy
for those working between home and office.
Given the cost of the new subscription, users
might be forgiven for sticking with previous
versions for as long as possible!
Specific topics were also discussed with
expertly answered questions concerning
artboards, layer clipping masks, colour control
and palettes, pattern tools, and applying
graphic styles to objects. This latter function
is particularly handy to produce road casings
and outlined type as single elements. These are
easier to edit than they would be if constructed
from copied objects with different styles.
Thanks are due to Stuart Gill for this useful
session which carried on as long as possible
after its scheduled finish time.
By Ed Oliver
Queen Mary University of London
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Live Map Critique
Led by Ken Field and Steve
Chilton

T

he Live map critique was a fun
interactive session lead by Gary Gale,
which involved Steve Chilton and Ken
Field responding to maps that, on the whole,
they had not seen before. Members of the
audience, in advance of the session, had put
all the maps forward.
Whilst there were some examples of good
interesting cartography, such as the www.
covent-garden.co.uk semi-interactive map of
central London, I think it is fair to say that the
majority of examples had be chosen because
of their unusual cartographic techniques and
strange, and largely inappropriate, mapping
styles.

Steve Chilton, in front of the ‘winning’ map
with the ‘Gromit’ Award
These ranged from rather amateurish
maps using unsuitable fonts, inappropriate
cartograms that were done tongue-in-cheek,
to maps that were completely unintelligible.
The session was put together in a lighthearted manner with plenty of opportunity
for audience participation, and the climax of
the workshop involved voting for the worst
map that was reviewed during the critique.

The worst map was to be awarded the
‘Gromit’ Award for poor cartography and the
unanimous decision was that the WeatherBell
Models of the eastern United States was the
poorest cartography on show.
By Jamie Quinn
Plymouth University

Talks Session 4:
Maps on Apps
Choropleth v Cartogram
Clive Cartwright & Henry
Holbrook

B

GS duo Clive Cartwright and Henry
Holbrook introduced us to the three
current mobile offerings from the BGS
– iGeology, mySoil and myVolcano. Tasked
with presenting usage statistics for these apps,
they have been investigating which type of
symbolisation will best represent the data,
and whittled it down to either choropleth or
cartogram. To help decide they conducted
a study using a randomly selected group of
72 individuals, and mapping based upon the
electoral constituencies of Greater London.
Participants were shown maps employing the
two different types of symbolisation and asked
questions with regard to their understanding
of the data. Accuracy and speed of response
was measured, and they were asked for their
overall preference.
With regard to this last question, approximately
75% of the group expressed a preference for the
choropleth symbolisation but, interestingly, for
some of the questions the response speed and
accuracy was better when they were engaging
with the cartogram symbolisation.
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Cartography: A Reader

Edited by Steve Chilton and Alex Kent
ISBN 978-0-9930089-0-0
Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the founding of
the Society of Cartographers, Cartography: A Reader
presents a special selection of over 40 papers from the
archive of The Bulletin of the Society of Cartographers,
the Society’s respected international journal.
Arranged chronologically, the book charts the key
technological and theoretical developments of
cartography from the 1960s to the present through the
work of leading authors such as Danny Dorling, Peter
Haggett, Henry Castner, Matrin Kemp, Peter Vujakovic
and Michael Wood.
The papers are complemented by a series of new essays
written by editors Steve Chilton and Alex Kent which
set these major advances in their wider context, from
SYMAP to OpenStreetMap and from the models of
cartographic communication to critical cartography.
With 300 pages packed with colour and b&w
illustrations, the unrivalled format and superb value
make Cartography: A Reader an excellent introduction
to the subject for students, mapmakers and for all with
an interest in maps and mapping.
The book is available from the Society at the special
price of ony £25 (+P&P) at www.soc.org.uk
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A mine of information on
your mobile
Jade Fawcett & Louise Tipper

T

he duo theme continued with Jade
Fawcett and Louise Tipper from The
Coal Authority. One in four people in
Britain live above coal reserves, and 1.5 million
properties are built over relatively shallow
coal workings. There are a staggering 170,000
recorded coal mine entrances in the country,
and it is estimated a similar number exist but
are unrecorded.
Since 1872 it has been a legal requirement for
coal mines to provide a plan of workings, and
it is this data that the Coal Authority is now
making more widely accessible through its
new Interactive Map Viewer app.

OS Maps – Creating a
digital mapping product
from the ground up
Ben Scott-Robinson

B

en Scott-Robinson is working on the
development of Ordnance Survey
products for mobile technology and
introduced two products. Firstly OSLocate,
a location (not mapping) app designed to
pinpoint a user’s location, heading and altitude.
Although aimed at the leisure market, it had
been widely used by groups such as Mountain
Rescue and by Duke of Edinburgh Awards
participants. Next up was OSMaps, a mobile
app aimed squarely at the outdoor leisure
market (interesting statistic – 75% of OS map
usage involves visiting National Parks).
Rather than repackage an existing design, they
have developed a bespoke style (known as the
Glynn map) with the aim of reducing visual
clutter but retaining significant detail.

Interactive map viewer in action
An extensive programme of digitising over the
last six years underpins this new app, making
it much easier to locate coal mining based
features, and some of the information is also
available as raster datasets to download from
the Coal Authority website.

The interface uses black backgrounds
extensively to cut down on battery usage,
and it is possible to download and store data
to help combat issues with loss of signal. As
part of the project all paths/bridleways within
National Parks have been resurveyed and
can now be used by the app’s route planning
function. The basic version is free, but there
is also a subscription model giving increased
functionality and access to additional data.
By Tim Absalom
Plymouth University

The Interactive Map Viewer can be found here:
mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/coalauthority/home.html
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Talks Session 5:
3D Views

of the original model which was combined
with digital projections of different types
of map layers that provided insights into
the progress of developments in landcover
mapping since the original model was unveiled.
An official report of the project can be found at:
blogs.nottingham.ac.uk/newsroom/2015/01/15/
the-grandest-views

The Grandest View: Rediscovering a Victorian
Physical Relief Model
Gary Priestnall

G

ary presented the discovery of what
is the last known surviving accurate
3D relief model of the Lake District
dating back to 1875. The Victorian model
was discussed with its relevance in an age of
digital mapping and virtual landscapes. In
the research, historical investigation of the
remaining hand painted pieces and original
plaster moulds was combined with digital
reconstruction, bringing both of the worlds
together. One main aim was to recapture the
sense of wonder which the first viewers of the
original 15-foot square Mayson model must
have felt, and to transfer this to a 21st century
experience using advanced techniques of
physical and digital 3D modelling.

GE Grids: A new tool to
create raster data from
Google Earth imagery
Andrew Jacobson

A

ndrew presented the creation of a
customizable tool for collecting of
raster-based landuse information
from Google Earth. The tool, called GE Grids,
produces a binary, interactive grid laid over
Google Earth imagery in a web browser and
is used to identify anthropogenic land cover
throughout East Africa in an approach based
image interpretation combined with digital
aids to support the interpretative process.
GE Grids is intended to complement existing
remote sensing datasets at local scales.

Victorian surface model
Following a brief outline of the history of the
original model, Gary presented the challenges
that were encountered while reconstructing
said model, and presented impressions of the
exhibition of the reconstructed work near its
original location in Keswick. This included
tiles of the old model, a floor map constructed
during the research, and a replica of a section

GE Grid process
The research is undertaken in the context of
conservation planning which relies on the
accurate identification of anthropogenic land
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cover. This often requires the acquisition of
information in regions where local data does
not exist and is difficult to obtain. GE Grid
creates an interactive user-specified binary
grid laid over Google Earth’s high-resolution
imagery. Using GE Grids, anthropogenic land
cover was manually identified across East
Africa and compared against available land
cover datasets.

without saying that algorithms and tools can
not replace thinking, but they are a welcome
addition to support a language for better
(digital) 3D cartography.

In their research area in East Africa,
nearly 30% was identified as having been
converted to anthropogenic land cover.
Using GE Grid as a visual aid to better
estimate the cover within a grid cell, a 83%
consistency among users could be achieved.
The tool can be downloaded for free at:
andrewstanish.com/files/GERasterCreator.zip

Developing a language
for 3D cartography
Ken Field

K

en’s contribution to this session
provided an extensive overview of
approaches for mapping the third
dimension in digital cartography using
Geographic Information Systems. Approaches
presented included examples such as Swiss
Hillshade, Cluster Hillshades, Sky Models,
Historic Dots, Filled Contours and many more,
most of which are hardly every used in digital
mapping by the standard GIS user or (digital)
cartographer. To change this, the numerous
examples demonstrated are part of an effort
to better integrate such techniques into a GIS
environment. All techniques are now available
in a toolbox called Terrain Tools that neatly
integrate into ESRI’s ArcGIS software.

A mosaic of hillshades
How novel approaches to 3D visualisation can
add value was part of the live demo of some
online applications in ESRI’s ArcGIS Pro at
the end of the talk, which included examples
that shows the integration of postcards into
3D views of Mount Fuji, the combination of
terrain and bathymetric mapping at Lake
Tahoe, or a 3D-reinvention of Minards famous
visualisation of Napoleons Russian Campaign.
Ken has outlined further details in the
ESRI Blog where the terrain toolbox can
also be downloaded at: blogs.esri.com/esri/
arcgis/2015/05/21/take-your-terrain-mappingto-new-heights
By Ben Hennig
University of Oxford

As Ken concludes, ‘3D is going beyond eyecandy with advanced techniques for rendering
terrain and compelling 3D thematics for
visualization and analytics. This goes not
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Conference Social Events

T

Miles’ Miles

Annual Dinner

his year the quiz was a different kind
of game, involving teams of two
tackling a blank world map with a
pen, a blindfold, a (sometimes vague) idea of
a location and a bit of luck.

T

he main conference room was converted
into a large dining area for an evening
of food, wine and networking followed
by the presentation of the awards. There were
a number of awards handed out for both the
SoC and the BCS. See the SoC awards on the
next page.

Miles pinpoints York, blindfolded and unaided
Each team picked five places from a lucky dip
of easy and hard locations. The blind folded
player, in possession of the pen was guided by
their team member to get as close to the chosen
location on the map as possible.
Miles gave a mark out of ten for the accuracy
of each location and the scores added up. Even
though Miles’ verdict was final, there were a
few friendly disputes and encouragement to
give a higher mark.

Group photo just before the dinner

Table 5 enjoying the evening
Panorama of the main room
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Awards
Society Award

T

he Society Award was presented to
Alex Kent for all his hard work and
dedication to his role within the
society. The committee kept it a secret from
Alex, who while emceeing the awards, slowly
came to the realisation that Steve was talking
about him, so the look on his face was priceless!
Congratulations Alex.

Wallis Award

W

ell done to Helen Stirling for
winning this year’s Wallis Award
for her map ‘The Black Isle by foot,
bike & train’, which you can see a snapshot of
on the front cover. Congratulations Helen.

Alex accepting his ‘surprise’ Society Award
from Steve
Helen receiving her award a few days after
the conference

Future Summer
School Venues
to be held in 2016 and onwards
Would you like to host a Summer
School?
Alex showing off his quaich, while the others
eagerly await his imminent departure to
find some whiskey to fill it!

If so, please contact Steve Chilton
Email: chair@soc.org.uk
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Year of the map
Website: mapyear.org
The International Map Year (IMY) is a worldwide celebration of maps and their unique role
in our world. Supported by the United Nations, IMY provides opportunities to demonstrate,
follow, and get involved in the art, science and technology of making and using maps and
geographic information.
The purposes of the International Map Year are:
• making maps visible to citizens and school children in a global context,
• demonstrating how maps and atlases can be used in society,
• showing how information technology can be used in getting geographic information and
producing one’s own maps,
• displaying different types of maps and map production,
• showing the technical development of mapping and atlas production,
• showing the necessity of a sustainable development of geographic information
infrastructures,
• increasing the recruitment of students to cartography and cartography-related
disciplines.
International Map Year was officially opened at the ICA conference in Rio de Janeiro in August,
2015 and will continue until December 2016.’

Charles Close Society

Website: www.charlesclosesociety.org
The Charles Close Society was founded in 1980 to bring together all those with an interest
in the maps and history of the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain and its counterparts in the
island of Ireland. The Society takes its name from Colonel Sir Charles Close, OS Director
General from 1911 to 1922, and initiator of many of the maps now sought after by collectors.
A man of immense stature and accomplishment, he was the link between the OS traditions of
the nineteenth century and the future practices of the twentieth.
The Society publishes a wide range of books and booklets on historic OS map series and also a
journal, Sheetlines, which is recognised internationally for its specialist articles on Ordnance
Survey-related topics, as well as containing news items and less serious pieces. Society members
take part in regular visits to mapping organisations and map libraries at home and abroad, with
a varied programme of meetings, including the ever-popular annual map market.
Membership is open to all, and now numbers 750, some with a professional interest in maps,
others current and former Ordnance Survey staff, students, amateur collectors and many who
simply love maps.
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In the News

Can you identify the
world cities from their
‘naked’ metro maps?

www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/nov/30/
world-cities-quiz-naked-geographicallyaccurate-metro-maps

Tolkien-notated Middleearth map found in copy
of ‘The Lord of the Rings’

Welcome to the
Anthropocene: Living in
the Age of Humans

arcg.is/1TjGfgy

Can Science Untangle Our
Transit Maps?

www.sciencefriday.com/segments/canscience-untangle-our-transit-maps

A Walkable World Map

time.com/4087650/tolkien-annotatedmiddle-earth-map-discovered

www.atlasobscura.com/places/verdenskortet
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Society News

New Society Posts

‘Cartography - A Reader’

Miles Irving took over the Honourable
Secretary post from a very long serving (or
should that be suffering!) Mike Shand. Miles
continues in a dual post role as the Publicity
Manager too.

Support your Society. Order your copy today:
soc.org.uk/cartography-a-reader/

Online Membership
payments using PayPal
It is now even easier to join the society or
renew your membership by using PayPal
within the online payments system at
soc.org.uk/membership.
Mike handing over a very small part of the
documentation to a wary looking Miles.
Dr Gwilym Eades became the new Bulletin
Editor, he has taken over from Dr Alex Kent,
who remains on the committee as an ordinary
member.
Ian Truckell became the new Membership
Secretary, taking over from Jenny Kynaston.
Thank you to everyone for their hard work
over the years.

Your Membership Details
All Members are requested to please inform
our new Membership Secretary Ian Truckell
(membership@soc.org.uk) on a regular basis of
any changes to their personal contact details
or e-mail addresses.
If you change your e-mail, please also
remember to Unsubscribe your old e-mail
from Carto-SoC before Subscribing with your
new one at:
soc.org.uk/carto-soc
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In Memory of:

A

Terry Bacon

t the end of October the committee
received this message from Terry
Bacon’s family.

“It is with great sadness we announce that Terry
Bacon (dad) passed away on Thursday. He was
not only a loving husband, dad and grandad
he was our hero, our inspiration, our world! He
made so many people happy with so few words.”
Terry was a long time SoC member who worked
at Exeter University. He is well remembered
from many past summer schools. He was quiet
but always good fun to be around, and was
indeed one of life’s gentle people.

Richard Phillips

V

ery sadly, I have to report that Richard
Phillips passed away shortly after
the SoC/BCS conference. I had the
pleasure to follow him on to the stage in the
programme at the Mapping Together ‘new
cartography’ session in York. He was on fine
form that day in his Openstreetmap-based
talk, ‘Evesham Mapped’.
I received this message from his son Will
Phillips: “My father died at Worcestershire
Royal Hospital on Saturday due to a heart
attack he suffered the previous Tuesday. This
has come as a shock to everybody who knew
him because he had appeared in good health
for his age (67 years).”

Richard during his talk
Terry Bacon
One of his main contributions to cartography
was the huge amount of excellent tithe mapping
he did, along with Rodney Fry, for Roger Kain’s
ground-breaking work at Exeter.

At the time I sent condolences to the family,
and offered a silent prayer for them.
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair
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Events

Cambridge Seminars in the History of Cartography
Emmanuel College, Cambridge CB2 3AP
www.lib.cam.ac.uk/deptserv/maps/camsem1415.html
Tuesday 23rd February 2016
Dorian Gerhold (London)
Plans of London buildings drawn c.1450–1720
Tuesday 3rd May 2016
Dr Douglas Lockhart (Formerly University of Keele)
Alexander Ogg (1811-65 ): surveyor, farmer and gold prospector, Aberdeenshire and New
Zealand

‘Maps & Society’ Lectures
Warburg Institute, London
www.maphistory.info/warburgprog.html
14th January 2016
Nydia Pineda De Avila (University of London)
Experiencing Lunar Maps: Collections in England, France and Spain, 1638–c.1700
4th February 2016
Dr Kevin Sheehan (Durham University)
Construction and Reconstruction: Investigating How Portolan Maps Were Produced by
Reproducing a Fifteenth-Century Chart of the Mediterranean
25th February 2016
Major Tony Keeley (Berkshire)
Cartography in the Sands: Mapping Oman at 1:100,000 and Fixing the Position of the
Kuria Muria Islands in 1984

Handwritten in stone : how William Smith and his
maps changed geology
An exhibition presented by Oxford University Museum of Natural History
9 October 2015 to 31 January 2016.
Open daily, 10am-5pm: Admission Free
Museum of Natural History,
Oxford.
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Editor’s Note

Stuart Gill
Newsletter Editor

T

he joint conference this year was very
interesting, particularly networking
with a lot of new people from the
BCS. If we have another joint event I highly
recommend as many of you try to attend.
I must say a big thank you to all the reporters
for taking the time to create their reports
I believe my Adobe workshop went well and
over ran its time as I tried to answer all the
questions put forward to me. I enjoyed the
session and am considering running a one day
workshop sometime next year.

Please send me your thoughts on another one
day workshop to: stuart.gill@coventry.ac.uk
See you at the next conference!
I hope you enjoyed this edition and comments
are welcome.
Please send newsletter related comments and
any future contributions to the following email
address: Newsletter@soc.org.uk

please get in touch with us using any of the
following:
Website - www.soc.org.uk
Email - info@soc.org.uk
Twitter - @cartosoc
FB - facebook.com/SocietyofCartographers
LinkedIn - linkedin.com/groups/Society-Cartographers-3089975
CartoSoC mailing list - www.soc.org.uk/cartosoc.htm
Society of Cartographers (SoC) | Charity registered in England and Wales
(No 326285) | Company limited by guarantee (No 05940023)
Registered Office: Society of Cartographers, c/o Geoscience Building,
University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading, RG6 6AB, UK
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AGM reports
SOCIETY OF CARTOGRAPHERS
Minutes of 51st Annual General Meeting
Radisson Park Inn, York
Wednesday 9th September 2015

Apologies: H. Browning, H. Dobson; D. Dorling, K. Wilson, D. Sherren.
Members present: 20.
The meeting opened at 17.45 pm
1.

Chair's Introduction
Chair Steve Chilton welcomed all present to the 51st AGM of The Society of Cartographers Ltd. and thanked the Committee for their
continued support during the year.
2.

Minutes of the 50h AGM held at University of Glasgow, Monday 1 September 2014 and matters arising.
There were no outstanding matters arising and the minutes were adopted.
Proposed: Stuart Gill Seconded: Alex Kent
The minutes were duly signed by Chair Steve Chilton.

3.

Society Reports (full reports presented to AGM and to be published separately in the Newsletter)
(a) Hon. Secretary's Report
(b) Hon. Treasurer's Report
(c) Bulletin Editor's Report (including Newsletter, Bulletin Subs., Publicity)
(d) Membership Secretary's Report
There were no comments from the floor.
Chair, Steve Chilton called for acceptance of the Reports en bloc.
Proposed: Rich Perkins
Seconded: Tim Absalom

4. Election of 2015-2016 Committee
No new nominations had been received for the following posts; all were willing to stand again for re-election:
Chair:
Steve Chilton
Bulletin Subs. Manager:
Jamie Quinn
Publicity Manager:
Miles Irving
Newsletter Editor:
Stuart Gill
Committee Member:
Ben Hennig
Proposed: Jenny Kynaston Seconded: Rich Perkins
The above nominees were duly elected en-bloc to the Society Committee for 2015-16.
New Nominees:

Hon. Secretary: Miles Irving
Membership Secretary: Ian Truckell
Bulletin Editor: Gwilm Eades
Committee Member: Alex Kent

Proposed: Jenny Kynaston Seconded: Rosie Duncan
Proposed: Ben Hennig Seconded: Nick Mann
Proposed: Steve Chilton Seconded: Tim Absalom
Proposed: Jenny Kynaston Seconded: Mike Shand

The following post holders agreed to be co-opted.
Hon. Treasurer:
Heather Browning
Webmaster:
Tim Absalom
5.

Any other business duly notified
There was no other business.

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 17.58 pm.
Mike Shand
Hon. Secretary
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Honorary Secretary’s Report 2014-15
presented to the 51st Annual General Meeting
Park Inn, York
9th September, 2015

The past year celebrated the 50th year of the Society and was marked by some
special events and publications. The year began with the SOC 'Celebrating
Cartography' event in July - a Public Lecture by Ed Parsons (Google) at University
College London, thanks to committee members Miles Irving, Steve Chilton and Jenny
Kynaston for organising the event. This was followed in September by the 50th
Anniversary Summer School held at the University of Glasgow. Thanks go to local
organiser Mike Shand, Yvonne Finlayson and Les Hill for providing delegates and the
Society with a special and well organised Summer School, thanks should also go to
the Committee for their support, especially Miles and Jenny for the excellent displays.
A new book charting 50 years of the Bulletin - 'Cartography: A Reader' edited by
Alex Kent & Steve Chilton - was published in September 2014 to mark our 50th year
and was launched at the Summer School. Finally a Special 50th Gold Issue of the
SOC Bulletin was published by editor Alex Kent.
Two Committee meetings were held during the year one at the University of
Reading and one at the University of Glasgow. At the Glasgow Summer School,
Honorary Secretary Mike Shand, who has served the Society for 27 years in that role,
became the fourth recipient of the Society Award. The winner of the 2014 Wallis
Award was David Overton with his SplashMap ‘Tour du Nord’ depicting the
Yorkshire-based opening stages of the 2014 Tour de France. A total of 7 entries have
been received for the 2015 Award and are on display at the SOC/BCS event here in
York. One Summer School Half-Bursary has been awarded for 2015 to overseas
member Kylie Wilson (Australia).
Finally offers are welcome from potential hosts of future Summer Schools,
please contact any Committee member if you wish to host the 2016 or future events.
M.C. Shand
(Honorary Secretary)

9th September, 2015

Membership Secretary’s report – AGM – 9th Sept 2015.
In the past year the membership details database has been maintained, new members have
been welcomed, payment receipts have been sent, enquiries have been answered, member
emails have been sent and non-payers have been chased for their subscriptions.
On the 9th September 2015 Society membership stands at 140 members including 5 honorary
members. Since 1st September 2014 there have been 13 new members who have joined the
Society and 1 member who retired and has left the Society.
There are 30 members who have outstanding 2015 fees. An invoice will be sent shortly.
Please contact the membership secretary with any changes in your details such as a change of
address.
Jenny Kynaston
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Honorary Treasurer’s report, August 2015
Apologises from my absence at this AGM but I think my 25th wedding anniversary takes priority.
You have copy of the accounts for the period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015. These will be submitted to the
independent examiner for analysis by the end of September, they should be finalised in good time for 31
December deadline submission to Companies House.
The accounts show in the year to 31 March 2015 a net deficit of £13616.03, based on income of £4680.30
compared with expenditure of £18296.33. The bank accounts as of 31 March 2015 show a balance of £7003.69.
In order to explain the significant changes in our financial status I make the following notes:
1. Income £208.26 from paypal. We have a paypal account now to accept online payments for membership
subscriptions and purchase of the 50th Anniversary book
2. Expenditure Bulletin costs – increased from previous year due to payment made to Graham Allsopp for
his time spent in scanning the archive of Bulletins for use on the Website
3. Administrative and committee expenses include postage, website hosting fees
4. Advertising is the fee to attend the GeoDATA London Mapping Showcase
5. Cost linked to the Glasgow Summer School held in 2014 cover the £30 membership subsidy, the cost of
the wine at the annual dinner and a shortfall cost of £216.50
6. Cost linked to the 50th Anniversary book production includes layout, printing and delivery costs
Since end of March the Society has incurred more costs relating to the Special edition of the Bulletin and
distribution costs for the book. The committee will not be planning any significant expenditure in the next year,
and expect the book to raise income to offset some of the costs
31 august - bank & paypal accounts balance £3838.03
Heather Browning
31 August 2015

Society of Cartographers Accounts
Income

£
2652.04
2388.76
24.58
0.00
131.00

Membership subscriptions
Bulletin subscriptions
Bank deposit interest
Paypal income (membership and book)
Miscellaneous

£
2873.00
1577.00
22.04
208.26
0.00

5196.38

Total Income

4680.30

Expenditure
3590.72
241.70
0.00
700.00
390.00
212.43
0.00
2273.66
220.92
0.00
101.00
0.00
0.00
300.00

Bulletin production & postage
Summer School ‐ Staffordshire
Wallis Award
Bursaries
Independent Examiners Fee
Administration & Committee expenses
President Summer School costs
Travel costs to attend meetings
Advertising / sponsorship
membership refunds
Miscellaneous
Glasgow Summer School
50th Anniversary book
Companies house

8030.43

Total Expenditure

‐

4975.60
0.00
200.00
145.50
450.00
357.12
292.63
740.59
96.00
0.00
0.00
1856.39
9182.50
0.00
18296.33
‐

207.83
0.00
0.00
20411.89
20619.72

NatWest current account
CAF Cash account (banking)
CAF Cash account (membership payments)
CAF Gold account (deposit)
Total funds

489.09
0.00
0.00
6514.60
7003.69
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BULLETIN EDITORS REPORT
2015 AGM
Bulletin 48, a special Volume to commemorate and celebrate the 50th anniversary of the founding
of the Society of Cartographers in 1964, was published in June this year. The contents of the Volume
reflected the successful 50th Summer School held at the University of Glasgow the preceding
September and included a range of papers on cutting-edge aspects of practical cartography,
complemented by more reflective pieces, and the keynote talks. The Volume ran to 96 pages,
incorporated a specially designed gold banner on the cover, and was very well received as a lasting
tribute to the Society of Cartographers. It is the last Volume to be edited by Dr Alex Kent, who took
over from Steve Chilton in 2007 to edit Volume 41 and now passes the editorial baton to Dr Gwilym
Eades. Alex will assist Gwilym with the production of Volume 49 and in preparing a strategy for the
future publishing of the Bulletin to meet the changing needs of members and subscribers.

Alex Kent
Bulletin Editor

Society of Cartographers
Bulletin Subscription Manager's Report
AGM 09/09/2015
Volume 49 (2015)
Invoices were sent out in May of this year, the current situation is as follows:
•
20 paid
•
11 outstanding (7 of which are due to an Agency going bankrupt, and
I’ve been unable to make contact with the subscriber)
•
3 complimentary
•
31 potential subscriptions ‘in the pipeline’ (one agent doesn’t accept
invoices sent too far in advance of the publication month)
•
2 non-renewals since Volume 48
We therefore have a total of 65 potential subscribers identified at this point in
time for Volume 49, although I suspect 58 would be a better estimate.
Outstanding invoices will be followed up in October, which will include a
reminder letter for those with outstanding Volume 48 subscriptions.
That concludes the report of the Bulletin Subscriptions Manager
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